Belarusian authorities formally imprisoned opposition leader Maria Kolesnikova – the last prominent opposition leader active in Belarus – and charged her with calls to incite a coup d’etat on September 9.¹ Belarusian law stipulates imprisonment for two to five years for this charge.² Belarusian authorities abducted Kolesnikova in Minsk on September 7 and failed to expel her to Ukraine on September 8.³ Kolesnikova previously stated her openness to working with the Kremlin and expressed support for constitutional reforms.⁴ Lukashenko may have detained Kolesnikova in order to disrupt Kremlin efforts to undermine Belarus’ sovereignty via constitutional amendments.⁵

Lukashenko began balancing against Kremlin pressure in the information space on September 8 to push back on Kremlin efforts to absorb Belarus.

Belarusian state media agency Belta reported statements from Lukashenko promoting Belarusian independence from Russia on September 9. Belta provided new framing on September 9 from Lukashenko’s interview with four senior Kremlin propagandists in Minsk on September 8.⁶ Belta reported Lukashenko said he began renegotiating the Union State integration roadmaps with Russian President Vladimir Putin in 2019 because “it is impossible to realize the integration” of Belarus and Russia stipulated in the 1999 Union State Treaty “today.”⁷ Lukashenko argued times have changed and two new generations of Belarusians value Belarus’ sovereignty.⁸ Lukashenko framed his negotiations with Putin on Union State integration as a question of the extent of integration; Lukashenko said Russia and Belarus’s deep integration in economic, military, and other affairs do not impede both states’ sovereignty.⁹ Kremlin Spokesman Dmitry Peskov reacted to Belta’s reporting by flatly denying the Kremlin wants to “swallow up” Belarus on September 9.¹⁰

Belta reported Lukashenko said the Kremlin would likely attack Belarus if Belarus withdrew from the Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO) and joined NATO.¹¹ Lukashenko did not threaten to leave the CSTO but spoke about a hypothetical situation in which Belarus leaves the CSTO. Lukashenko has not mentioned either leaving the CSTO or joining NATO since the protests began on August 9. Lukashenko – in concert with Kremlin media – has repeatedly accused NATO of threatening a hybrid war against Belarus and the Union State.¹² Lukashenko likely intended to highlight the Russian military threat to Belarus in such a hypothetical scenario (which no prominent Belarusian leader has advocated) for two reasons. First it serves as a reminder to the opposition and the West that Russia will not allow Belarus to leave its orbit and that such ideas should not be considered or advocated. Second, it puts more prominently in the minds of Belarusians the idea that Russia could be a military threat to Belarus, thereby possibly giving him more leverage to push
back against Putin’s efforts to absorb Belarus by quietly supporting the emerging antibodies to such absorption.

**A previously-announced Putin-Lukashenko summit in Moscow is being delayed.** Russian state-owned wire *RIA Novosti* reported on September 9 Lukashenko and Putin would meet in Moscow on September 14. Peskov denied the meeting will occur on September 14, saying it is too early to know when the meeting will take place. Previous reports had claimed Lukashenko and Putin would meet on September 10. Lukashenko may have chosen to resume balancing against the Kremlin at this time to gain leverage in preparation for his meeting with Putin in Moscow and after expelling most of Belarus’ opposition leaders, cracking down on protesters, and securing loyalty inside his security services. The Kremlin will still likely attempt to extract serious concessions from Lukashenko, such as constitutional amendments formalizing the Union State and additional Russian military basing rights in Belarus. Putin may be delaying the meeting in response to Lukashenko’s most recent actions to reset the conditions for the discussion more in his favor.

**Lithuania-based opposition leader Svetlana Tikhanouskaya’s rhetoric is becoming increasingly hostile towards the Kremlin in response to deepening Russian intervention.** Tikhanouskaya published a video appeal to Russians citizens urging them to not believe “lies” from “Russian propaganda” on the events in Belarus on September 9. The Kremlin’s overt support for Lukashenko began pushing the Belarusian opposition into an anti-Russian direction for the first time on September 3. ISW previously forecasted Russian involvement in Belarus risked turning the protest movement against the Kremlin. Conflict amongst Lukashenko, the Kremlin, and the opposition in the information space over Belarus will likely intensify.

**Lukashenko attempted to continue his campaign to detain opposition organizers still active in Belarus on September 9.** Security personnel in civilian clothing arrived at the apartment complex of Belarusian poet laureate Svitlana Alekseevich – the last member of the Presidium of the opposition Coordination Council free in Belarus – and likely intended to arrest her on September 9. The personnel did not access Alekseevich’s apartment and diplomats from Lithuania, Germany, Poland, Slovakia, the Czech Republic, and Sweden gathered in Svitlana Alekseevich’s apartment to protect her from abduction. Lukashenko will likely continue efforts to detain or exile remaining opposition leaders.

**Serbia canceled its participation in the prescheduled Slavic Brotherhood 2020 military exercises in Belarus a day before they are set to begin.** Serbian Defense Minister Aleksandar Vulin stated Serbia is a militarily neutral country and suspended all foreign military exercises for six months on September 9. Planning for the Slavic Brotherhood 2020 September 10-15 exercises has been underway since at least December 2019. Vulin said political pressure from the EU compelled this decision. Serbia’s withdrawal from the exercises indicates the Kremlin faces setbacks in its influence over Serbia, as ISW forecasted in April 2020. Other leaders of Kremlin-amenable states will likely grow increasingly cautious over close ties with the Kremlin in response to the Kremlin’s overt pressure on Lukashenko. The Kremlin may still attempt to use the exercises to infiltrate Russian forces into Belarus.

ISW will continue monitoring the situation and providing updates.

---
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